REPUBLICANS NEAR PARTING OF WAYS

Dove Keeps Afloat From Republican Clans.

BATTLE DRY FINDS ALREADY

Factions to Go to Aberdeen in Warlike Mood.

CANDIDATES KEEPING AWAY

Authority Says, Bavarian Faction Will Befit of Delegates Are Not Needed, Making Two Men the Go to Chicago Correls.

REPUBLICANS, May 4—Bavarian Republi-
cans designate will go into the state convention in 91 with a sea of proposals coming out with a craft that is. Some are to support Prohibition, and some fear to have their offerings in a minority, and some a few others are still under consideration. It is almost certain that there will be a number of candidates for the presidency, but the Republican party today has no power to have their candidates for the presidency. The power of the state Republican party is small, and the party is no longer a factor in the state election.

MULZIE FASHION CHANGES

United Suits Strongly Asserted Under New Law.

CINCINNATI, May 3—The new law which makes it illegal to sell any clothing that is not properly marked with the name of the manufacturer or the distributor is being strongly asserted by the manufacturers of United States suits. The new law requires that all suits sold in Ohio shall be properly marked with the name of the manufacturer or the distributor. This is being complied with by the manufacturers, and the suits are being sold in a better condition than ever before.

$500 GIVEN TO BABY HOME

Donor of Suits for Infant Home

As the number of a feast to build a new Baby Home in Portland, the donor of $500, Mrs. H. W. Williams, has been announced. Mrs. Williams has given $500 to the Baby Home, and the donor of suits for the children at the Baby Home has been announced. This is the first time that the donor of suits for the children at the Baby Home has been announced. Mrs. Williams has given $500 to the Baby Home, and the donor of suits for the children at the Baby Home has been announced. This is the first time that the donor of suits for the children at the Baby Home has been announced.

ESCAPED CONVICT CAUGHT

Washington Tramps Two Years.

The man who escaped from the Washington State Penitentiary two years ago has been caught. The man, who is a convict, was caught at the penitentiary, and was sent to the penitentiary. This is the first time that a man has been caught who has escaped from the penitentiary. The man, who is a convict, was caught at the penitentiary, and was sent to the penitentiary. This is the first time that a man has been caught who has escaped from the penitentiary.

AUTOMOTIVES GET WARNING

Keep Off Streets Being Tried, Ad

Automotives are getting a warning that they must keep off the streets. The warning is being tried in a number of places. The warning is to be used to prevent accidents. The warning is to be used to prevent accidents. The warning is to be used to prevent accidents.

SCHMITZ' LIBERTY SOUGHT

Superior Judge Orders Indiana to Hand Over Commissary.

The Superior Judge has ordered the Indiana government to hand over the commissary to the United States. The Superior Judge has ordered the Indiana government to hand over the commissary to the United States. The Superior Judge has ordered the Indiana government to hand over the commissary to the United States.
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THREE STEAMERS AGROUND ON BANK

Two Vessels Stranger Trying to Rescue Third.

ARIZONA, May 2—The Royal Mail steamers "Tahoe" and "M Unterstüt" were stranded at the mouth of the Royal Mail river on Saturday. The steamer "Tahoe" was stranded at the mouth of the river, and the steamer "M Unterstüt" was stranded at the mouth of the river. The steamer "Tahoe" was stranded at the mouth of the river, and the steamer "M Unterstüt" was stranded at the mouth of the river.

HOME RULE CARRIED WITH ADDED VOTES

On Second Reading, Majority Is 101.

Mr. Smith moved that the amendment be adopted, and the amendment was adopted. The amendment was adopted on second reading, and the majority was 101.

AVIATOR TAKES DIP INTO PUGET SOUND

Young Flier Bends Rudder To 360-FOOT FALL.

SEATTLE, May 2—Mr. Smith, the aviator, took a dip into Puget Sound yesterday, and the rudder was bent over to 360 feet. Mr. Smith, the aviator, took a dip into Puget Sound yesterday, and the rudder was bent over to 360 feet. This is the first time that an aviator has taken a dip into Puget Sound.

LIBERALS TRYING TO FORCE BATTLE

Cordon More Tightly Drawn at Escalon.

MANY SKIRMISHES REPORTED

Orozco Gets New Supplies of Oil & a Large Cannon.

DUST HIDES MOVEMENTS

Coup of Barzalbe and Muqdal Minckled and Fedralists.

No Prez to Take Rail at Escalon.

At the meeting of the Federalists to discuss the war with the Barzalbe and Muqdal, the Barzalbe and Muqdal have been defeated. The Federalists have been defeated. The Federalists have been defeated. The Federalists have been defeated.

EGYPTIAN PRINCE ON TOUR

Neflcric Prince of the Seven Million North American

This is the first time that the Egyptian prince has been in North America. This is the first time that the Egyptian prince has been in North America. This is the first time that the Egyptian prince has been in North America.

3000 INSANE LEFT WITHOUT GUARDS

Without Attendants Strike When Pay Stops.

SWEETHEARTS BID SOLDIERS GOODBYE

Society Says Adieu to Historic First.

2300 ARE OUT AT VANCOUVER

Tons of Food Taken Aboard Army Transport Sherman.

MULES BRAY AS TROOPS GO

Trailing Scare Ensured at Barnecks and Bodo. When Reg

INSTITUTE FOR IMPROVEMENT OF EDUCATION.

BY COMM. JOS. J. LAFAYETTE, JR.

The Institute for Improvement of Education is a new educational institution which has been established in the city of Portland. The Institute for Improvement of Education is a new educational institution which has been established in the city of Portland. The Institute for Improvement of Education is a new educational institution which has been established in the city of Portland.

BENGAL TREASURY.

K. H. Butler to be the First Agent in the United States.

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT.

The United States government has authorized the appointment of K. H. Butler as the first agent of the United States in India. The United States government has authorized the appointment of K. H. Butler as the first agent of the United States in India.